National Champion Josh Schneider 50M From 2012 Olympic Games

“Sigma Sigma is all about setting high expectations and meeting those expectations” – Josh Schneider ’09

Many decorated athletes have come through the ranks of Sigma Sigma but maybe none so decorated as National Champion Swimmer, Josh Schneider ’09. Schneider graduated in June as a five time all-America selection, seven time BIG EAST Conference Champion, two time BIG EAST Swimmer of the Year, a five time NCAA Champion and holds five school records. The University threw parties in his honor and he was named the honorary captain of his hometown Cincinnati Reds before a game earlier this season.

Now that Josh has made his big splash into the national swim scene with wins over several Olympic Medalists, Josh has turned his focus on collecting some Olympic hardware of his own, after all, no NCAA Champion in the 50M freestyle has ever NOT won an Olympic gold medal either in an individual event or as a part of a relay team.

After completing his degree in finance, Josh opted to return to UC this summer to complete his second degree in marketing while continuing his strenuous swim training regimen with his UC coaches. Josh has hired an agent and has continued competing in national swim meets. Most recently, Josh competed in this past August for a spot on the U.S. National Swim Team and created some controversy for himself at the same time. Josh was disqualified from his best event, the 50 freestyle for not showing up earlier that day for another race he was entered in. This thing is, nobody told Josh they had signed him up for the earlier event. After several appeals, Josh was allowed to take part in the 50M free where he finished second to Gold Medalist Nathan Adrian and posted his best career time and the 5th fastest time recorded this year…in the world. Josh’s performance has most likely landed him a spot on the U.S. Team for the Olympics this summer.

Olympic Medalists, Josh has turned his focus on promoting the school and the swimming program around the county’s best swimmers and coaches. He also wants to thank everyone who donated to the sculpture. Your acknowledgement will come in the mail.

Gill Born, the professor, the steady force filling in most of the design gaps around the pedestal and area encapsulating the sculpture. Gill’s fingerprints are all over the designed environment.

Scott Oyler was pivotal in most of the communication that wrapped around the teams efforts in working with the design committee, fundraising and general awareness of our progress with the brotherhood.

I also want to thank everyone who donated to the sculpture. Your acknowledgement will come at the banquet. Be sure to be there… and bring your fellow brothers!

We set out this year with a lot of ambitious goals. First, we needed to put our financial house in order. The creation of the Legacy Fund we should be in a solid financial position for years to come. With the success of the Legacy Fund, we set out to re-vamp our communication efforts with our membership. We heard from you that our emails weren’t getting through or at best filling in most of the design gaps around the pedestal and area encapsulating the sculpture. Gill’s fingerprints are all over the designed environment.

Friday, October 29th

Join us for an evening you will not soon forget as we celebrate the unveiling of Sigma Sigma’s latest gift to the University, The Bearcat Statue!

Details and formal invitations will be in the mail soon! Dates will be encouraged! Please contact Scott Oyler at Scott.Oyler@gmail.com with any questions!
A Message From The Active Chapter President

Despite the rain at this year’s 71st Annual Carnival, we were still able to bring an estimated 4,000 students, faculty, alumni, and members of the community together to mark down yet another successful carnival. Goblets of beer, wine, jotting, and plenty of hot girls filled the Commons to compliment this year’s ’Mudville’, Long the Carnival’.

This summer has been good with brothers working, vacationing, and getting to study abroad/travel in Europe (Gary Simms), but fall quarter can’t start soon enough! As these hot summer days are coming to an end, the anticipation for Thursday nights around the coffee and chocolate is just too much! We are looking forward to seeing some great things from the team and Coach [name] this season. This past year we had the honor of cheering on John Schneider as he competed and won the 2010 NCAA Championship in the 50-yard freestyle, and with our brothers [Jace Kocich, John Goebel], [J.C. Cobb], and Zach Collins leading the team, I’m sure we will be celebrating another championship soon.

Leading the Active Chapter this year are President [Andrew Oryeol], Vice President – Drew Smith, Treasurer – Zach Collins, House Manager – Brian van Doren ’10, Secretary – Cory Simms, Historian – Collin White, Spirit Chairman – Jason Lessis, and House Manager – Zach Collaros leading the team, I’m sure we will be celebrating another championship soon.
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The active chapter is extremely excited about the
Leading the Active Chapter this year are
have connected. There will be more on the website and communications to supplement our use of the website as a tool to help keep everyone connected. Sigma Sigma
autumn 2010
The 1960’s
Larry Shingleton ‘60 - "RETIRED - Thank Goodness!"
Bob Hurtman ‘60 is still loyal to UC and Sigma Sigma and can’t wait to attend Homecoming this fall and the unveiling of the Beaver Statue.
Dan Bennie ‘67 - Youngest child graduating from Miami 5/8, he is looking for a job... any help?
The 1970’s
P. T. Stubbins ‘71 retired after 25 years with the investment banking firm Seasonwood & Machery which was acquired by RBC Capital Markets.
The 1980’s
Katy Yli Renko ‘80 recently remarried and continues living in Canada. He is National Director, Canada of Athletics in Action. He’s also doing missionary work as Manager for a Christian organization working with youth called OneWay.
Bob Carroll ‘80 - Bob Carroll ‘80 is a director in the Cincinnati office of Deloitte Tax LLP, following 1982-1985 and 1990-1996 assignments in Saudi Arabia and Belgium. Bob and his Beaver wife, Lucy (nee Condon) live in Symmes Township. Their married daughter, Andrea Dehne, is a 2006 Wittenberg University and 2009 Xavier University (MBAB) graduate who now works as a civilian contract negotiator for Wright Patterson Air Force Base. Their other daughter, Lauren Dehne, is still a Xavier student.
Dominic Berardi ‘80, is an attorney and a 2009 Ohio University graduate who now works as a civil contractor for Wright Patterson Air Force Base. Their other daughter, Lauren Dehne, is still a Xavier student.
Jack Drake ‘80, is a vice president at Procter & Gamble.
Keith Gaydosh ‘80 started his second daughter into the world this past June. Ryan was also honored this spring at the UC Day Banquet with the Jeffrey Stewart Young Alumni Achievement Award. Once again Ryan proves that he’s got the biggest “Fitness” in town.
Ryan Rybolt ‘96 welcomed his second daughter into the world this past June. Ryan was also honored this spring at the UC Day Banquet with the Jeffrey Stewart Young Alumni Achievement Award. Once again Ryan proves that he’s got the biggest “Fitness” in town.

The 1990’s
Arun Murthy ‘93 has been living in Dallas for 10 years now and hopes to be back for Homecoming.
Bobby Yob 96 welcomed his second daughter into the world this past June. Ryan was also honored this spring at the UC Day Banquet with the Jeffrey Stewart Young Alumni Achievement Award. Once again Ryan proves that he’s got the biggest “Fitness” in town.
Eric Prenger ‘98 - "Testimony overload - Live with wife and our three girls, ages 6, 4, and 4 months. We don’t visit parents, no dinner parties, no women at my office. My dog has had his nuts removed so am he IT. I’m starting to worry about myself, I need to make to fall banquet to boost the testosterone! Have a few for me!"
Shaun Simpson ‘98 was too busy typing on Bricats internet message boards to give us an update.
The 2000’s
Domenic Berardi ‘05 recently became engaged to girlfriend Cameron Cottrell and will be relocating from Arlington, VA to Boston, MA where he has accepted the position of Assistant Director of International Marketing at the University of Massachusetts-Boston. Adam Coleman ’01 - Son, Parker, born November 2009 and he’s already called dibs on the J06 Scholarship in the fall of 2017. Now job - Sales & Marketing Director at US GreenTech.
Keith Gaydosh ‘02 welcomed his first child, daughter Gwen, into the world this past June! Kyle Neumann ‘02 left his old job for a great opportunity at Belieber Capital. Kyle also purchased his first home in Norwood and is anxiously awaiting his Obama Buick.”
Steve Trevorski ‘03 - My ship, USS CROMMELIN, déploys again this fall, so I’ll miss the football season yet again. Bring home another Big East Championship!”
Jared Bradberry ‘07 has just completed his second year of law school.
Jordan Moss ‘07 has completed his BS in Graphic Design and is looking to create some great work. Any brothers have a lead in the brandin, print design, interactive, or advertising world? Also great at mopping floors.
Nate Smith ’07 started work in NYC after graduation and has since moved to Chester, VA.
Jerry Tari ‘05 is finishing his Teach for America commitment in Las Vegas and is looking forward starting the next chapter in his life and hopefully hitting puberty sometime soon.
Mason Ward ‘05 recently got engaged to Kelly Sraj Mason is also an Army Ranger and he can kick most people’s ass.
Ryan Vise ’06 has purchased a home and gotten married since graduating.
Phil Lanham ’08 has been promoted to Director of Corporate Relations at the UC Foundation.
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National Champion Josh Schneider 50M From 2012 Olympic Games

“Sigma Sigma is all about setting high expectations and meeting those expectations” – Josh Schneider ’09

Many decorated athletes have come through the ranks of Sigma Sigma but maybe none so decorated as National Champion Swimmer, Josh Schneider ’09. Schneider graduated in June as a five time all-America selection, seven time BIG EAST Conference Champion, two time BIG EAST Swimmer of the Year, a four time Academic all-American, UC Male Athlete of the Year, and is the holder of five school records. The University threw parties in his honor and he was named the honorary captain of his hometown Cincinnati Reds before a game earlier this season.

Now that Josh has made his big splash into the national swim scene with wins over several Olympic Medalists, Josh has turned his focus on collecting some Olympic hardware of his own, after all, no NCAA Champion in the 50M freestyle has ever NOT won an Olympic gold medal either in an individual event or as a part of a relay team.

After completing his degree in finance, Josh opted to return to UC this summer to complete his second degree in marketing while continuing his strenuous swim training regimen with his UC coaches. Josh has hired an agent and has continued competing in national swim meets. Most recently, Josh competed in this past August for a spot on the U.S. National Swim Team and created some controversy for himself at the same time. Josh was disqualified from his best event, the 50 freestyle for not showing up earlier that day for another race he was entered in. The thing is, nobody told Josh they had signed him up for the earlier event. After several appeals, Josh was allowed to take part in the 50M free where he finished second to Gold Medalist Nathan Adrian and posted his best career time and the 5th fastest time recorded this year...in the world. Josh's performance has most likely landed him a spot on the U.S. Team where he'll receive financial assistance and insurance benefits while he continues his training.

After finishing his second degree at, he relocated to Charlotte, North Carolina where he’ll train with the country's best swimmers and coaches. He also plans on trying to find a part time internship to gain some business experience in preparation for life after swimming. Hopefully that's not until after the 2016 games and a few gold medals later.

If you've ever had the pleasure of meeting and talking with Josh, you'd know he's an unbelievable ambassador for UC and a model Sigma Sigma, promoting the school and the swimming program every chance he gets.

Like many before him, Josh was unsure that he deserved to be brought into the membership of Sigma Sigma. ‘Those thoughts were away when he became a national champion. Josh continues to set extremely high expectations for himself and Sigma Sigma could not be more proud of his accomplishments. If Josh's travels land him in London in the summer of 2012, don't be surprised to see some black and gold cheering on the red, white and blue.

A Message from your Alumni Board President

Five years ago the quest began, finding a suitable gift to present to the University of Cincinnati celebrating Sigma Sigma's 110th Anniversary. A few ideas were knocked around but when the opportunity presented itself to be the lead donor in the creation of an iconic Bearcat Statue we knew we had found our calling. The “Bearcat” after all was named in large part because of the gravity efforts of one of our own, the legendary Teddy Rach. Though the years the Bearcat has undergone many iterations but it was the University’s mission to return the Bearcat to its roots and it was our mission to ensure it was done in a first-class manner. Mission accomplished and the statue will be unveiled at the end of October and will without a doubt become the most photographed and memorialized feature of the campus.

I also want to thank everyone who donated to the sculpture. Your acknowledgement will come at the unveiling. Be sure to be there . . . and bring your fellow brothers!

We set our year with a lot of ambitious goals. First, we needed to put our financial house in order. The creation of the Legacy Fund and your support has allowed us to achieve that goal. The house is in great shape (be sure to stop by before or after any football game this fall). With your continued support of the Legacy Fund we should be in a solid financial position for years to come.

With the success of the Legacy Fund, we set out to re-vamp our communication efforts with our membership. We heard from you that our emails weren’t getting through or at best